**BOOMERANG TILE**

**DURASTONE™ & LAVAcode™**

- **Size**: 13-13/16”x12”x3/8” piece, 1.21pcs/sf; 6-7/8”x6”x3/8” piece, 4.79pcs/sf
- **Finish**: super polished or matte
- **Color**: available in 13 colors

stock in color Crema luna, Ash grey, Steel grey, Charcoal, matte only

**BY SPECIAL ORDER ONLY EXCEPT THE ITEMS WITH “STOCK” MARK**

- **CREMA LUNA**
- **BOTTICINO**
- **ASH GREY**
- **SAND BEIGE**
- **NOCE**
- **LATTE**
- **CONCRETE**
- **COCO**
- **OLIVE**
- **STEEL GREY**
- **CHOC**
- **CHARCOAL**
- **LAVAcode®**

*Disclaimer: On occasions polished porcelain will display some visible haze surface effects depending on the lighting conditions. Ask our staff for more information on “optical hazing”.*